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Abstract—Most existing routing algorithms assume wireless
nodes use maximal transmission power or set up the power at the
beginning of the network configuration. These static approaches
potentially introduce signal interference that can be mitigated
through power control. In this paper, we propose a Joint Channel
assignment, stable Routing and adaptive Power control (JCRP)
approach that dynamically controls the transmission power to
avoid the channel interference for improving the channel utility.
Our JCRP allows a node to control its transmission power
to a certain value at which it has a longest channel conflictfree time. Besides, we propose a novel routing metric integrated
selecting stability (ISS) to measure the quality of links, which
considers node mobility and channel interference, together with
the dynamical power control. The simulation results demonstrate
that our JCRP significantly outperforms the related routing
algorithms in terms of network throughput.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cognitive radio can partially solve the spectrum scarcity
problem through the dynamical spectrum access [1], in which
cognitive nodes (CNs) can opportunistically adapt unused
spectrum licensed to primary nodes (PNs) and dynamically
vacate the channel when the corresponding PN activates the
channel again [2],
In mobile ad hoc cognitive networks (MACNets), stable
routing plays an important role because the network performance highly depends on the stability of routes selected by
routing protocols [3], [4]. However, the stability of routes
significantly suffers from the node mobility and the co-channel
interference among both CNs and PNs. Moreover, available
channels of a route frequently change with PN activities and
the node mobility [5]. Note that the degree of the signal
interference directly depends on the node transmission power.
The more the power is, the more the interference range will be.
As a result, the route selection, channel assignment and power
control should be jointly considered [2], [6] during route setup
and data transmission.
In existing related work, the power of nodes is configured
at very beginning of the life of networks, and each node
transmits at the fixed power level until it eventually runs
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out of energy, which debases the utility of limited wireless
spectrum. To improve the spectrum efficiency, in this paper,
we propose a Joint Channel assignment, stable Routing and
adaptive Power control (JCRP) approach through adaptive and
dynamical power control, as shown in Fig.1.
In Fig.1(a), each CN has a set of available channels marked
below the nodes. P N1 and P N2 are using their licensed
channel c1 and c2 , respectively. CN6 will set up a route to
CN9 . To select a links with longer duration, the route from
CN6 to CN9 is set up as shown in Fig.1(b). For the simplicity,
we assume that the interference radius is equal to transmission
radius represented by dotted circles in this scenario. As a
result, there is a channel interference in any way to assign the
channels to P ath2 , marked with a star in Fig.1(b), between
CN7 and CN2 . In order to avoid interference between CN7
and CN2 , JCRP will reduce transmission power to a certain
value and assign stable channels, so that there is no channel
confliction between them, as shown in Fig.1(c).
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Fig. 1. Motivating scenario for our JCRP.

Our JCRP focuses on making a path available as long as
possible by combining node mobility, channel assignment and
power control. To fully reduce conflict among channels, we
integrate the power control with the construction and recovery
of the route. Compared with existing schemes, our approach
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significantly improves system performance in mobile cognitive
environments through considering the stability of the links
and cross-layer design. Main contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows.
• We propose a new routing metric integrated selecting
stability (IIS) to predict the link quality, which considers
movement offset degree (MOD) to capture the link stability suffering from the node mobility and channel offset
degree (COD) to predict the channel stability suffering
from the signal interference.
• We adapt the power control to avoid channel interference
and to improve channel utility in two phases: the route
setup and the route recovery. In both phases, nodes
adaptively control their transmission power to avoid the
channel confliction or enable the route to continue to
transmit data.
• We propose and implement a novel cross-layer approach
JCRP, which combines network layer, MAC and node
power, to minimize the channel interference and improve
the network throughput in MACNets.
II. N ETWORK M ODEL AND P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
We firstly present a network model, and then formulate the
JCRP problem. Finally, we propose the channel interference
model in MACNets.
A. Network Model
We model a MACNets as an undirected graph G = (V, E),
where V is the union of CN set (Vc ) and PN set (Vp ). E is
the union of CN links (Ec ) and PN links (Ep ). Each CN is
equipped with a common control channel (CCC) to transmit
control messages, such as routing packets. Let Ni represent a
node and lNi ,Nj represent the link on which node Nj is within
node Ni0 s communication radius. There are K data channels in
the network. We use CNi to represent the available channels
of node Ni . Let CNi ,Nj represent the available channels for
a link lNi ,Nj . Let U CSNi represent the channels assigned to
the node Ni now. We assume that each node Ni has different
transmission radius RTNi and interference radius RINi , and
RINi = βRTNi (β > 1); and the relationship between power
pNi and transmission radius RTNi is the same as that in [7].
There are m data flows in the network. Each node knows its
own location(such as through GPS) and can periodically send
their information to its neighbor nodes, including the location
information, routing information and control information.
B. JCRP Problem
To formulate c the JCRP problem, we firstly define some
l
notations. ISSfu,v
is a new routing metric we develop to
i
predict the stability of lu,v on a channel c for fi , which will
be described in the following. Pumin (t) means the minimal
transmission power of node u at which it can still keep
max
connecting to the nodes at time t. Pu:c
(t) represents the
maximal transmission power of node u at which it does not
interfere to any other node on channel c at time t. pcu (t)
represents the power of node u to be set up at time t on

channel c. tfi represents the traffic generated by data flow fi
in a unit of time.
max

T =

m
X

tfi

(1)

i=1

Formula (1) is the optimization objective, i.e., maximizing
network throughput, of the JCRP problem. Next, we will
describe the constraints of the JCRP problem. Constraint (1)
is that when JCRP is setting up a route, every node will
select the next hop according to the metric ISS, which will
make sure that each link has a maximal ISS. Constraint (2)
is that we should promise that channels are not interfered
by each other when the route is setting up. Constraint (3)
is that the power control of each node will make sure the
data is transmitted normally not only on itself, but also on the
max
other nodes, i.e., Pumin (t) ≤ pcu (t) ≤ min {Pmax , Pu:c
(t)};
∀u, v ∈ V
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stability of links, and finally proposes channel assignment,
power control and JCRP algorithms.

P Ni . In JCRP, when we select the next hop node v, the
data transmission time tcu,v of lu,v will be considered. That
Sc

A. Channel Stability Prediction
In MACNets, the stability of a link lu,v is affected by the
quality of the channel that it uses. We develop a new matric
called Channel Offset Degree (COD) to predict the channel
ci represent the minimal time when l
stability. Let CODlu,v
u,v
can use channel ci , which is formulated as follows.


[[
ci
ci
ci
CODlu,v
= min{
T IM E lu,v
, lj,k
|j, k ∈ V,
(2)
j k
j 6= u, k 6= v}
ci
ci
T IM E(lu,v
, lj,k
) represents the time from lu,v using channel ci to lu,v disconnecting due to the channel conflict with
lj,k . Note that a node z enters the interference area of a node o,
when it meets the formula dz,o (t) ≤ RIo . dz,o (t) represents the
distance between node z and node o at time t. By solving the
inverse function of the formula, the time that the node z will be
0
interfered by the node o is formulated as Tzo (Tzo ≥ dz,o (RIo )).
Since both u and v will cause lu,v to disconnect, we get the
formula as follows,
[
[
ci
ci
, lj,k
) = min{
Tzo }
T IM E(lu,v
(3)
z∈{u,v} o∈{j,k}

The stability of the channel will be affected by the mobility
of the nodes. To address this problem, we use a probabilitybased approach proposed by Literatures [8], [9] to predict the
movements of nodes.
m
m
[
[
Cu,v
ci })
ci }) × P (max{
CODlu,v
CODlu,v
= (max{ CODlu,v

c
represents the data size of the
is tcu,v = rcu,v , where Su,v
u,v
c
node u transmitted on the channel c to the node v; ru,v
represents the data transfer rate of lu,v on the channel c. If
tcu,v < Tv,P Ni , it means that the data transmission on the
link lu,v has been completed before v enters the interference
area of P Ni . Therefore, the node v is the candidate node in
our algorithm. Note that we will also add the node v to the
candidate nodes, if Tu,v < Tv,P Ni , it means the link lu,v will
be connection failure before the node v enters the interference
area of P Ni .
Combined with the duration time of lu,v and the probability
of changes in mobility of u and v, we come to the MOD of
lu,v .

MODlu,v = DTlu,v × P DTlu,v
(6)

where DTlu,v = min tcu,v ,Tu,v , Tv,P Ni .

C. Channel Assignment
In the channel assignment, our principle is to avoid the
channel conflicting with the PNs, and to ensure minimally
interfere with the CNs. We define the set of the primary nodes
that interfere with the node u as Interference Set (ISu ), which
is represented as follows.
ISu = {P Ni |du,P Ni (t) ≤ RIP Ni && RIP Ni is active}
(7)
We define the set of available channels of u as follows.

i=1

i=1

(4)

Cu = CS\{Cj |Cj is used by P Ni && P Ni ∈ ISu }
(8)

B. Routing Metric
In MACNets, the stability of a link lu,v mainly suffers from
node mobility and channel interference. We proposal a novel
routing metric, called integrated selecting stability (ISS) , to
capture the above factors.
C

u,v
i
ISSlfu,v
= M ODlu,v + δCODlu,v

(5)
C

u,v
i
ISSlfu,v
represents the stability of a link lu,v on fi . CODlu,v
reacts the stability of the channels. M ODlu,v represents the
time from the link lu,v being set up to its connection failure.
Here connection failure means a link cannot transmit data
because the distance between the two nodes is longer than the
transmission radius. δ is a factor which shows how important
the channel conflict is to the selection of the next hop when
the route is being set up. Through experiments, we find that
δ depends on the amount of the flows, the number of the
channels and the mobility of the nodes.
We assume that the mobility of each node follows Random
Waypoint (RWP) model. In this case, the duration time (DT)
of a link lu,v is the value of t when du,v (t) = RTu , recorded
as Tu,v . We use Tv,P Ni , which is the value of t when
dv,P Ni (t) = RIP Ni , to represent the DT between v and

CS represents all the channels in the networks. When Cu = ∅,
it means that the node u has no available channels to transmit
Cu,v
= −∞, and this
data. At this time, JCRP will set CODlu,v
fi
will also make ISSlu,v infinitely small. Therefore, JCRP will
ignore the node v, when the node u is selecting the next hop
in route selection.
To avoid the channel conflicting with the PNs, we use factor
η to constrain the use of the channels that are used by the
primary nodes. Note that when η < 0, JCRP will also set
Cu,v
CODlu,v
= −∞ to exclude this channel.

min du,P Nj , dv,P Nj
η=
−1
(9)
PN
RI j
S
Let U CSP Nj represent the set of channels that are used
j
S
by the primary nodes. For a channel ci ( ci ∈ U CSP Nj ) on
j

lu,v , we calculate its COD by multiplying the factor η with
i
CODlcu,v
. The goal is to have priority to avoid the interference
with the primary nodes by reducing the probability of the
primary channel assigned.
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D. Power Control
In this section, we illustrate power control with power
control policy and power control algorithm.
1) Power Control Policy: Our routing metric only accounts
for the interference from other nodes to the current node,
without considering its interference with other nodes, so it
needs to control power to avoid the interference of node itself
with other nodes.

!!"

!!

In order to satisfy the second guarantee, we have to make
ORICNi = dCNi ,CNine . If vi,dn < 0, vi,ne = 0, it means
CNidn is moving away from CNi , but the relative distance
between CNi and CNine keeps the same. We should still
make ORICNi = dCNi ,CNine , which just makes CNine cannot
enter the interference area of CNi and satisfy the first
guarantee to a greatest extent at the meantime. Note that
CNi
. In this case,it means
dCNi ,CNine may be bigger than RI:max
the optimal power of CNi is bigger than the maximal power
CNi
of CNi , so we should only set ORICNi to RI:max
.
Policy
|vi,ne |×dCN

!"!

!"!"
!

!!"
!"!!"

Fig. 3. Signal interference.

In Fig.3, the dotted circles have the same meaning with
Fig.1. We assume that the CNi is any node that is going
to adjust transmission power. Let N ECNi represent the nodes
which are assigned with at least one channel that is being used
by CNi . Let DNCNi represent the nodes which are directly
connecting to CNi . CNine is the nearest node from CNi in
N ECNi ; CNidn is the furthest node from CNi in DNCNi .
All the three nodes have arbitrary velocity, represented by vi ,
vne , vdn respectively. Let vu,v represent the relative velocity
of node v to node u.
If vu,v > 0, it means v is moving towards u; otherwise, v is
moving away from u. We assume that when u is controlling
power, vu,v will remain the same.
We make OPCNi as the optimal power of CNi to be set, at
which, the corresponding transmission radius and interference
i
radius are ORTCNi and ORICNi respectively. Let RTCN
:max
CNi
and RI:max
represent the maximal transmission radius and
interference radius of CNi respectively. Our power control
algorithm follows that it cannot affect the existing route. So
CNi when controlling power needs to make two guarantees at
the same time: guarantee the normal transmission of its data
flow (data flow going through CNi ) and that of other node
data flows (data flow not going through CNi ). Note that in
the power control, we put the second guarantee as the priority.
Policy 1: if vi,dn >= 0, then ORTCNi = dCNi ,CNidn .
In this case, We just set ORTCNi to dCNi ,CNidn , which will
meet the first guarantee and satisfy the second guarantee to a
greatest extent.
Policy 2: When vi,dn < 0, vi,ne <= 0, if dCNi ,CNine ≤
CNi
CNi
RI:max
, then ORICNi = dCNi ,CNine ; else, ORICNi = RI:max
.
dn
ne
If vi,dn < 0, vi,ne < 0, it means CNi and CNi are
both moving away from CNi , so OPCNi should be adjusted
to the maximum, which can fully satisfy the first guarantee.

3: When vi,dn

<

dn +|vi,dn |×dCNi ,CN ne
i
i ,CNi

0, vi,ne

>

0, if
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Algorithm 1: Power Control Algorithm (PCA)
1: for each node CNi to adjust power
2:
set up N ECNi
3:
set up DNCNi
4:
dCNi ,CNine = +∞
5:
dCNi ,CNidn = −∞
6:
for each node N Ei ∈ N ECNi
if(dCNi ,N Ei < dCNi ,CNine )
{dCNi ,CNine = dCNi ,N Ei ; CNine = N Ei }
7:
for each node DNi ∈ DNCNi
if(dCNi ,DNi > dCNi ,CNidn )
{dCNi ,CNidn = dCNi ,DNi ; CNidn = DNi }
8:
if(dCNi ,CNine ≤ dCNi ,CNidn )
return FAILURE;
9:
compile vi,ne , vi,dn
10:
set up pCNi using power control policy.

Algorithm 2: JCRP
1: ISS [u] = −∞
2: set up the set of candidate neighbour nodes Vn with
launch angle α
3: while(Vn 6= ∅) do
4:
set v as the first element in Vn
i
5:
ISSlfu,v
= M DTlu,v + δCODlu,v
i
6:
if(ISS [u] < ISSlfu,v
)
fi
7:
{ISS [u] = ISSlu,v ; µ = v; cu,µ = cu,v }
8:
Vn = Vn − v
9: end while
10: if(ISS [u] == − ∞) {α = α + α; goto step 3;}
11: SSPsi = SSPsi + µ
12: U SCsi ,desti = U SCsi ,desti + cu,µ
13: adjust the transmission power of u to pu by PCA
algorithm
14: update route packet with SSPsi and U SCsi ,desti , and
send it to µ with pu

E. Routing Algorithm With Adaptive Power Control
JCRP approach is to establish routing through establishing
links step by step. Given that the source node is si , and the
destination node is desti . When setting up route, the current
i
working node u according to the maximum value of ISSlfu,v
to determine the next-hop node v, until v = desti .
Current work node u only selects the neighbour nodes
within its launch angle α (e.g., 90o ) towards the destination to
i
calculate the ISSlfv,u
, and will add α (e.g., 30o ) if there
is no candidate node. Note that when calculating the ISS,
the channel will also be assigned at the same time. After it
sends this information through the routing packet to the nexthop node v. The major information included in the routing
is: sender, destination, packet ID, flow ID, sub-selected path
SSPsi , and assigned channel set U SCsi ,desti . Among these,
SSPsi represents a collection of the nodes that the current
route goes through. U SCsi ,desti represents the set of the
channels assigned to the current route from si to desti . Once
a node v receives the routing package, it will become the new
working node to select the next hop by JCRP. Algorithms 2
describes the JCRP, where SSPsi is cumulated hop by hop
until desti becomes the working node. When desti receives
the routing package, it will immediately responds the routing
information including SSPsi and U SCsi ,desti to the source
node si via the inverse path of SSPsi . On receiving the
information, si begins to transmit data through SSPsi on
U SCsi ,desti .
IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
We developed a simulation system, which is built on the
NS2 simulator [10] with power adjustment and multi-channel
extensions, to evaluate our JCRP approach and compare it with
the related protocols AODV [11] and PCTC [8].
A. System Setting
PNs and CNs are randomly deployed and move at a speed
randomly distributed in [0, Vmax ]. Channels comply with the
Two-Way Rayleigh model. PNs have the fixed transmission

radius and interference range. Each P Ni is assigned a fixed
channel and randomly uses it.
All CNs share the same common control channel. Each CN
has multiple available data channels. In the experiments, we
tested different performance metrics for 500s. Each flow is
generated through NS2-based FTP data generator and transferred through a TCP connection. Other parameters are listed
in Table 1.
TABLE I

Parameters
PN transmission range RTP N
PN Interference range RIP N
Packet size (Spacket )
Number of totally available channels (K)
Number of CN (N)
Number of PN (M)
Maximal speed (Vmax )
Number of data flows (m)

Values
125m
250m
512KB
13
50
5
10m/s
5

B. Aggregated System Throughput
We use the aggregated system throughput (AST), which
is the sum of concurrent data flows, to compare the parallel
transmission ability of our JCRP with AODV and PCTC in
the following scenarios.
Concurrent data flows. With the increase of concurrent data
flows, AST in JCRP and PCTC is also increasing while the
rising trend of AODV which generally keeps unchanged is not
apparent. According to Fig.4, AST in both JCRP and PCTC is
increasing, but the increase rate of JCRP is much higher than
that of PCTC. Especially when the sum of the concurrent data
flows reaches 4, the increase rate of JCRP is much higher than
that of both PCTC and AODV, which could be explained that
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JCRP can control the transmission power to avoid channel
conflict, when concurrent data flows increases, resulting in
more serious interferences among channels. The reason why
concurrent data flows has little influence on the throughput of
AODV is that AODV is a flooding protocol. Though the data
flows increase, the competition of the channels between data
flows and the interferences of PNs are stronger, resulting in
the increase rate of the overall throughput is not high.
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Fig. 4. Number of flows.

Fig. 5. Number of primary nodes.

Primary nodes. The more PNs, the fewer channels that CNs
can utilize, since CNs are unable to impact the transmission
among PNs. According to Fig.5, with the increase of the
number of PNs, the throughput of JCRP, PCTC and AODV
tends to decrease. However, the throughput of JCRP is still
apparently larger than the other two, which can be explained
that when PNs are using a certain channel, JCRP is able
to make the surrounding nodes choose different channels to
transmit data. In addition, JCRP decides the next node through
predicting the time when the CNs enter the interference area
of PNs, which is able to not only avoid interfering PNs, but
also increase the effectiveness of the whole path.
Node mobility. The mobility of nodes has great impact on
the stability of routes. According to Fig.6, with the increase
of mobility of nodes, the throughput of PCTC and AODV
decreases while JCRP keeps stable and high throughput though
it has tiny fluctuates. The high throughput of JCRP results
from the prediction of node mobility by JCRP while the
fluctuations are caused by its adaptive power control.
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Fig. 7. Network area.

Network area. With the extension of network area, density
of CNs correspondingly decreases and the average distance
among CNs becomes larger, which causes the links among
CNs disconnect, to a great extent, due to the insufficient distance for data transmission, and then the throughout decreases.
According to Fig.7 with the extension of network area, the
throughput of JCRP, PCTC and AODV decreases, especially

that of JCRP, which can be explained by the adaptive power
control of JCRP. When the network area extends, to a great
extent, CNs need to use the largest power to transmit data, so
the advantages of adaptive power control of JCRP is less and
less effective.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
We presented the JCRP approach that jointly selects stable
route, assigns channels and adaptively controls transmission
power for MACNets. Firstly, we developed a routing metric
ISS that captures the node mobility and the channel interference. We, then, proposed the adaptive power control algorithm
to avoid the channel inference. Finally, we proposed the
JCRP approach. Compared with related work, our approach
optimizes route stability not only by jointing routing selection
and channel assignment but also by dynamical power control.
Comprehensive experiment results demonstrate that our JCRP
significantly improves network throughput in MACNets.
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